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As per Tony Nievera's email, quoted here, "Tigi is happy 
hosting regular parties at his home, many photos are in my 
smugmug under Friends or Travel, he loves to sing along 
with the organist-pianist, the hit of these parties. A few 
years back he and family passed by Las Vegas and we had 
a great time shooting the USAF Thunderbirds, my neighbor 
got us into the Nellis airbase for a special Thunderbirds 
airshow, we also had the chance to visit the star trek display 
at the LV Hilton. In 2012, I stayed for 8 months in Manila, 
and part of Asia, Tigi and us went around to visit Danny Gil 
in Tanjay, then we went to Bohol, and Cebu, here is a group 
picture in Negros with the Gil�s and Tigi�s couple friend."

Tigi�s stay in UP spanned a number of years and so he is 
known by so many. I believe he marched in our 1964 ME 
class, but was in an earlier Philippinensian.

Tigi worked at PRC, then IBM but mainly ran their huge 
family farm in Nueva Ecija, until land reform by the Marcos 
regime made him run more of the family businesses in 
Manila.

He married former Miss Caltex finalist Elnora Cunanan and 
they have 5 children.

Tigi is totally retired now, and stays at their grand San Juan 
residence.

Tigi Barcelona, ME 1961LILIOSA MANGOSING EVANGELISTA, A&S 1964
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Johnny Reyes, ChE 1964Mila Reyes Chem 1964

   Johnny's longest work stint was with Shell Oil Company, 
starting in Tanbangao, Batangas and to other places such 
as the Laguna Oil Refinery, in various executive positions. 
This included extended work assignments with family in 
Australia and Holland. He married Mila Garcia, UP 
Chemistry. They have two girls, then much later a set of 
twins, also girls. While in Australia, Mila got her visa 
approval notice for immigration to the US. but somehow, 
they didn't avail of it. Years later, when Johnny was in his 
mid 50's, they finally made the move and settled in NJ, 
where Mila had family. Johnny worked for a few years as a 
safety engineer that took him traveling all over the East 
coast, and then settled at Colgate-Palmolive Company, 
near their house in Belle Mead, NJ. Mila works in the 
Pharmaceutical industry.
   His elder daughter Maita, with family and 5 children 
remain in the Philippines. The others, Didit, Celine and Tilde 
are in NJ.
   Johnny says he'll update his writeup after some 
scheduled medical procedures are completed, which he 
has indicated to his ChE and Upsca cyber friends.
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                      Danny Gil. ME 1964                       Lisa Seneris Gil BS Pharmacy 1962

After my stroke 2 years ago that 
rendered my left side paralyzed, I 
carried on with physical therapy, 
doctors, meds, etc. I have personal 
assistants, a husband wife team to help 
me. At my daughter beach property 
starting 2/18/21, I started on water 
sports as an exercise. I call it the water 
cure.

http://tanjay.rgad.com/trivia/trivia.html

http://tanjay.rgad.com/trivia/trivia.html
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Further corrected by Ed Magtoto:

Charito Sari Valenzuela, Food Tech 1965

    Fredie's first job was at Procter & Gample PMC where he 
was in the maintenance department. He left after a few 
years and worked for Feati Industries where he was chief 
engineer. After that stint, he joined the UP Institute of Small 
Scale Business, which was supported by the Dutch 
government. 
   He was sent to Holland a number tines, including trips to 
the US where he was our guest in LA. He met his future 
wife at the UP Institute, Maya Aroyo. They have three boys. 
With all his expertise and entrepranuership, he joinned the 
Araneta Group and was developing some special 
manufacturing process on his own when he was fatally 
struck by a heart attack in 1993.

   I might as well share with you my recollection of Fredie's 
curriculum vitae. It was after his stint with you at Procter 
and Gamble PMC that Fredie joined the UP Institute of 
Small Scale Industries. From UPISSI, he worked as 
Regional Engineer for The Coca-Cola Export Corporation. 
He subsequently joined government to manage the National 
Development Company's plants that were processing copra 
into coconut oil. From government, he managed to 
profitability the Araneta controled FEATI Industries. Fredie 
the entrepreneur, decided to strike it out on his own and 
organized and operated a company  manufacturing a low-
cost construction material called "woodwool cement board". 
Unfortunately, his unexpected heart attack ended many 
more entrepreneurial plans that he had been working on.

   No, Freddie was not in our 1962 yearbook.  I believe he 
was in the 1963 Philippinensian.
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Nel Reformina, Eng'g, 1965

   Married in 1969 to Josie Tan of the Advertising sector, 
with two daughters and a son. All pursuing their own  
respective careers.

   A few days, before formal graduation in 1962, I joined 
Procter and Gamble PMC as Cost Control Engineer trainee. 
In September 1962.  I left Manila for the University of 
Maryland at College  Park to pursue graduate studies in 
Chemical Engineering on an assistantship offered by the 
universiy. Graduated with  M.S. and Ph. D. In Chemical 
Engineering in 1964 and 1966, respectively.
   In  early 1966, Joined Corporate Research and 
Development of The Babcock & Wilcox Company at 
Alliance, Ohio.  Worked on process  equipment for pollution 
control. Moved  to  the Central Pacific Regional Office of  
The Coca-Cola Export Corporation in Manila in June 1967. 
In the next twenty one years, held various management and 
technical positions for Coca-Cola, working closely with 
bottlers, canners, suppliers, and regulatory agencies in the 
countries involved.
   In 1989, I was appointed by Pres. Corazon Aquino as 
Undersecretary, Department of Science and Technology. A 
few days to  the end of the term of office of Pres. Aquino,  I 
left government service to provide consulting  work to San 
Miguel Corporation. Additional consulting activities to 
international organizations followed. Assistance to small 
busness as Trustee of  both the Entrepinoy Volunteers 
Foundation(EVFI) and Small Enterprises Research and 
Development Foundation (SERDEF)
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U.P. where he has served as Secretary of the University, Vice-
President for Academic Affairs, and Director of the U.P. Creative 
Writing Center (now an Institute).President for Academic Affairs, 
and Director of the U.P. Creative Writing Center (now an 
Institute).

editor - A Native Clearing (1993), A Habit of Shores (1999), and 
its sequel, The Achieve of, the Mastery (co-ed., Mookie Katigbak-
Lacuesta; 2018); and a six-volume historical anthology of Filipino 
short stories in English from 1956 to 2008 � Upon Our Own 

Ground (2008); Underground Spirit (2010); and Hoard of 
Thunder (2012). He obtained his Ph.D. in English at the 
University of Chicago in 1970, and continues to teach at 

Gémino H. Abad, University Professor emeritus of literature and 

creative writing at the University of the Philippines (U.P.), is a 
poet, fictionist, and literary critic and historian, with various 
honors and awards. In 2009, he received Italy�s Premio Feronia 

(�Foreign author category�) for his poetry translated into Italian 

by Gëzim Hajdari and Andrea Gazzoni (later published as a bi-

lingual edn., Dove le parole non si spezzano / Where No Words 
Break (Roma: Edizioni Ensemble, 2015). When Bridges Are 
Down, Mountains Too Far (2020) is his eleventh poetry 
collection, and Past Mountain Dreaming (2010), his ninth 
collection of critical essays; he has two collections of short 
stories, Orion�s Belt (1996) and A Makeshift Sun (2001). (A 

selection of his own poems since 1973, The Light in One�s Blood, 

has still been delayed by the pandemic since March 2020.) He is 
known also for his three-volume historical anthology of Filipino 
poetry in English from 1905 to the 1990s � Man of Earth (co-ed., 

Edna Zapanta Manlapaz; 1989) and, as sole editor, A Native 
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          Jun Calejesan, Met Eng'g, 1964            Cynthia Reyes, Arts & Sciences, 1964
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Osorio Yuhico Calejesan, Jr
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                             The family

     Jun went to the US for further studies, got his Masters' 
degrees while in Pittsburgh, got married to Cynthia Reyes, UP 
English, settled down in various jobs, stayed longest at 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation where he had the 
opportunity to be overall manager of a three plant complex 
with locations in  Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. 
After early retirement, he and Cynthia settled down at their 
place in the suburbs of Pittsburgh to be close to their 4 
children and 4 apos who are scattered in the east coast. 
Since his 2005 retirement, Jun & Cynthia make their annual 
visit of the Philippines in January to get a break from the 
wintry weather in the U.S.
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http://rmsanto4jessj.blogspot.com

   Updated links below 3/23/21

http://rmsanto4jessj.blogspot.com
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 for our grand trip to China from Beijing, the Great Wall, Shanghai, Xian, 
Guang Dong, Macau and Hong Kong. Also visited Japan, Singapore and 
Indonesia. We have done extensive travels in Europe such as Venice, San 
Marco, Florence, Tuscany, Rome, Prague, Portugal, Spain, UK and St 
Andrews.  We enjoy visiting the famiies of the 4 kids and 13 grand kids in 
the East Coast and San Francisco. We had long stays at Blomington IN, 
Toronto, NYC, Wisconsin, Boston and San Francisco. The current pandemic 
has slowed us down but we intend to continue with our visits to them in the 
near future.     Our family below.

steam supplier that started in 1974 and continued on for 10 years with 
projects ranging from $4 Billion to $15 Billion. Projects were 3 in Arizona,  3 
in Korea, 3 in Taiwan, 1 in Bilbao, Spain at the Basque nation a week prior to 
the assassination of their project manager, 2 in Guang Dong, China, Georgia 
and Texas. Most complicated one was the take over project at Texas, 
managed 3 teams that included assessing completed work at the field, work 
in progress and work to complete that ended up as a lump sum capital 
project. Completed training in nuclear plant operations to further knowledge 
in these plants. We also spent 6 months in Mexico City training CFE 
engineers and Finance department in the methodology to a nuclear plant 
supplier that included capital budgets and economic analysis. I was also  
who were trying to start a nuclear plant. I also was an expert witness for 
Taiwan Nuclear with the EXIM Bank in Washington DC. My work entailed 
working with and managing several teams, attending and presenting at 
executive meetings and board meetings and performing risk assessments. 
There were also several other stints in the Philippines assisting NPC with 
economic and feasibility studies, one just at the start of the Camp Crame 
incident. When the nuclear industry slowed, I was sent to Vienna, Austria to 
 in 1986 just prior to the earthquake. Most of the projects there were for 
cogeneration plants and government projects to decommission and 
dismantle nuclear facilities and others. In 1986, I was assigned to the Makati 
office, Philippines and finished after 4 years as the country manager. Then 
the move to Las Vegas as the management team of the Test Site. Then 
retired in 2006 after 37 years with Bechtel. Before and during retirement, 
Muni, my wife had stints consulting for a Gold Coast, Australian 
Development firm so we had extended stays at the Gold Coast, and visited 
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and others. I was retired so I mostly did driving 

Nilo Cruz 1965

Started work in 1965, first with GE 
Appliances Factory. Then suddenly in 
1966, with recommendations from UP 
Engineering, I was recruited by a 
mechanical contractor from Seattle, 
WA for the purpose of training and 
taking over their Makati Office� This 
led to a permanent residency and 
continued on to bid, visit and manage 
won projects from the Navy with 
locations in the State of Alaska and 
also assisted in Hawaiian, Guam and 
Philippine projects. In 1969, joined 
Bechtel in San Francisco and quickly 
sent to a nuclear plant construction at 
Delta PA . Moved on after 6 months to 
New York for WEDCO and moved 
back with Bechtel at Los Angeles in 

    I am now based in Las Vegas, where I spend many hours: 
shooting with my cameras, and firearms, stargazing with my 
telescopes, painting in water color and oil, smelling the fragrant 
giant roses, enjoying my beer and wine in the hot tub, that is, if I 
am not traveling with my wife. 

   I joined Procter and Gamble 
PMC, detergents department, as 
a college recruit two weeks before 
the UP graduation rites in 1965. 
At P&G PMC, I worked with many 
UP alumni - Freddie Santiano, 
Danny Gil, Art Cuenco, Odie 

De Guzman, and others. I also met my lovely wife, Bernadette 
Jaramillo, who was then with the product development depart-
ment while completing her studies at UP Padre Faura. In search 
of the new thing called computers; in 1968 I moved to IBM 
Philippines, holding several sales and management positions, 
rising to division country manager when I took a golden hand-
shake in 1984 and moved to become the General Manager of 
Unisys Philippines.

    In 1987, I ventured on my own and established a communi-
cations company, Stratcom, installing thousands of voice and 
data over radio systems around the country. In 1990, afraid of the 
destabilizing effect of the many unsuccessful coup de tats, I 
established a base in the bay area in California but returned 
quickly to Manila to start a computer disaster recovery center, 
EEMC Philippines. In late 1996 I decided to retire and immigrate 
to the USA. After playing golf for a year, I got tired of retired life 
and I joined Computer Associates in Long Island NY, as Assistant 
Vice President for world-wide customer support and  Y2K and 
Euro compliance officer. After ensuring that my Y2k projects were 
successful, I rejoined IBM in January 2000, at the headquarters of 
Systems Technology Group for the relaunch of the mainframe. 
After ten years of varied corporate marketing communications 
lead positions, I finally retired in 2010. 
       Bernie and I have 5 children, all married, and have 12 grand-
children. The eldest son, is a PhD in Biological Sciences, in St 
Louis - his eldest daughter graduated from UC Berkeley, a daugh-
ter is graduating in June from UCLA and a son is graduating next 
year from Cornell; the second child, has her Marketing 
Communications/PR/DigitalMarketing companies in Makati - she 
has 3 children; the third child, is a pediatrician and with his wife, 
also an MD, have their clinic in Texas - their eldest son is 
graduating next year from Univ of Texas, with daughter and son in 
high and grade schools; the fourth child, an MD daughter and her 
MD husband, have their medical center  in Henderson - she has a 
13 yr old son; the youngest son, is a store manager for Target 
and has 2 sons.  
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                        Manuel Lino Faelnar                           Maureen Holazo
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                           Noel Soriano                              Angge Alday
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                           Ramon Casas                       Bernie de Castro
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                          Lallie Deveyra Lacaba                           Godofredo Juliano
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                         Mila Espejo Ignatz                   Angel Sta Maria Chem Eng 1963
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              Sonia Valenzuela Quast  Chem Eng 1963                            Vangie Cruzado
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                        Jose "Xoce" Emiliano Alzona                              
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